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Soulful and powerful vocals, sultry speaking voice that tickles the ear and music with a touch of jazz

makes for an amazing combination, bringing a fresh twist to this spoken word project. It inspires,

challenges and takes the listener on a ride. 7 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, SPOKEN

WORD: Poetry Details: Lady Y's debut project, Love Is, features poems with and without music and

vocals dealing with LOVE. Love Is, the title track speaks about Agape, "unconditional" love. Her powerful

way of expressing herself through words and her use of metaphors, have a way of taking the listener on a

journey. Just listen to "We Dance", a great example of a rollercoaster ride. The combination of her strong,

soulful vocals and sultry, melodic voice makes for an exciting ride and a fresh twist to spoken word. You

can feel the emotion as she speaks and articulates so clearly. Her voice reaches out and grabs the

listener, gets your attention and leaves you wanting more. Her wish is that you listen past the music and

beyond the words and allow yourself the freedom to feel whatever is true to you without fear. Another

unique feature of this fresh project is that, it is an enhanced cd, including a bonus video for track #3 "That

Man". You can pop this cd into your computer or dvd player and view the video. This album has been

described as "phenomenal, different, fun and serene". If you enjoy jazz, neo-soul and inspirational music,

this album is for you. Here's an opportunity to share in some of her experiences. So go ahead and take

the journey with Lady Y. Yvette White(Lady Y), vocalist, poet and established personal trainer. Through

her many triumphs and trials, Yvette's developed an extraordinary way of touching the soul of many

through her God given gift of singing and writing. Looking for a way to infiltrate the heart and mind of

people, Yvette, found it through the spoken word from her heart and songs with to the point lyrics. Her

desire is for all to receive revelation, comfort, joy and healing through her poetry, as she did during the

creation of each of them. Yvette's poetry comes straight from her heart and life experiences. The honesty
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and vulnerability that individuals can feel causes them to open up and be drawn into the message of her

work, allowing their heart to be ministered to and healing to take place. Her powerful and soulful voice

and style have been compared to the likes of, from the new generation, Erykah Badu, Michelle

NdegeOcello and Indie.Arie and from the older generation, Minnie Ripperton and Stephanie Mills. People

are always amazed that such a large voice comes out of such a small body.
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